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This note is the continuation of the author's paper "On partially ordered alge-
bras. I" to appear in Colloquium Mathematicum. It will be shown that every algebra 
gives rise to a lattice-ordered algebra where the monotony domains coincide with 
the whole underlying set and all the operations are isotone in each of their variables.1) 
Some results on ideal systems can be generalized mutatis mutandis to our more 
general case. ' , 
1. Lattice-ordered algebras obtained from arbitrary algebras 
We are going to show how from every algebra it is possible to derive a lattice-
ordered algebra e. g. as the set of subalgebras or subsystems of a special kind. This 
is the way in which the lattice of subgroups, normal subgroups of groups, subrings, 
left ideals or ideals of rings, /-ideals of lattice-ordered groups, submodules of modules 
etc. are obtained. 
In order to frame our definition more generally, we recall the concept of ideal 
systems. We formulate this here in a way which suites better to our purposes.. 
Let (A ; F) be an arbitrary algebra and 
X - Xr • 
a mapping from the set of all non-void finite subsets of A into the set of all subsets 
of A satisfying the following conditions: 
r. xgxr, 
2°. XQYr implies XrQYr. 
(That is to say, it satisfies the axioms of closure operators.) Usually, (a)r is prescribed 
in some way. 
' We extend the domain of definition of this r-operation to infinite subsets Z of 
A by setting 2) 
3°. Zr= UXr where X runs over all finite subsets of Z. 
Then, as readily checked, axioms 1°—2° hold for infinite X, Y as well. The system 
' ) For the basic definitions on partially ordered algebras in general we refer to Part I. For 
partially ordered groups and rings see e. g. [1]. 
2) We shall use. the signs A, V to denote lattice-operations, while n , u will denote set-
theoretical meet and join, respectively. 
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of all Xr with finite and infinite X will be denoted by Ar and called the r-ideal system 
• of A. 
, Ar is partially ordered under inclusion. It is closed with respect to intersection 
— this is an immediate consequence of 1° and 2°. If we define 
X,\J Yr = (XU Y)r 
which is easily shown to be independent of the representation of Xr and Yr by X 
and Y, respectively), then Ar becomes a lattice. In Ar we have evidently 
(l) = 
a a 
with a running over an arbitrary index set. 
For each f£F we set3) 
f ( X r \ ...,X") =(Uf(x\ ...,x") for all x'dXly, 
then every / in Ar satisfies the. monotony law with the whole of Ar as monotony 
domain. The operations / are evidently isotone in their variables. Hence Ar becomes 
a lattice-ordered algebra with the ope ra t i ons / ( / £ £ ) and A, V; moreover Ar is 
a complete lattice under A, V. However, not all the identities of A retain their 
validity in Ar. 
Call an operation / € F r-admissible if for each i it satisfies 
(2) ( / ( x 1 , ..., x i - \ X', xi+\ ..., x"))r = 
= ( / ( x l , ..., x ' - 1 , x', x ' + 1 , ..., x") for all x'^X1),. 
Recall that in partially ordered groups or in commutative rings only r-ideal systems 
are considered which are supposed to have the property (aX)r = aXr which is some-
what stronger than (2). 
For /--admissible operations / € i 7 we have: 
(3 ) Kxr,...,xnr) = ( a x \ . . . , x " j ) r . 
In fact,' we have on using (1) 
(f(x},x2,..., X"j)r = (U f ( X r , x \ ..., x") for all x' € / s 2 > = 
= y(f(X^x\...,x"))r = 
= \ l \ y ( f ( x l , x 2 , ...,x") f o r x 1 e x 1 ) , , f o r x e x \ i^2]r = 
= v ( / ( x \ X2, . . . , x") for xl£X)r = ( f ( x \ X2, ..., X% 
whence the trivial conclusion is derived that, in ( f ( X l , . . . , X"))r, X1 can be 
3) We could write the definition of / as 
if we mean by f ( Y l , ...,Y") for subsets Y' of A the set of all f ( y \ . . . , y") with y' € Y'. This notation 
will be used below. 
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replaced by its closure A',1, and clearly the same holds for each i = 2, .,., n. This' 
establishes (3). 
Next we verify the following two assertions concerning /'-admissible operations. 
T h e o r e m 1. I f f is an r-admissible operation, then J is infinitely distributive 
over V. , ' ' 
We have evidently 
7(V*r", x 2 , . . . , r ) = / « u x 2 , ••••> x") = 
a . a 
= ( / ( U at*, J f 2 , . . . , x % = { [ } f ( x \ x 2 , . . . , x % = 
a a 
. = yf(X", X2,..., X \ = yj{Xr, X2,..., x:). 
i a • 
T h e o r e m 2.' Let (A; F) be an algebra and (Ar; F, A, V) the lattice-ordered 
algebra of its r-ideals. If 
cp{x\ ...,**) = ...,xk) 
is an identity in A such that 
1. cp and ij/ are built up from r-admissible operations f£F; 
2. each of <p and ij/ contains every variable x' at most once explicitly,4) 
then . 
Fp(Xr, ...,Xr) = y(Xrl, ...,Xr) 
is an identity in A r. 
For the proof observe that in view of (3) and since no repetition of the x' may 
occur in any member of the identity, 'cp(Xir, ..., Xj:) is just the /--ideal generated by 
all cp(x\ ..., xk) with x' 6 X 1 . On account of the given identity, this is nothing else 
than the /--ideal generated by all ij/(x', ..., xk) with x'£X' which is in turn equal to 
..., X1 )̂. This completes the proof. 
It is not always necessary to consider in (Ar; F, A, V) all the operations in F, 
it is sometimes sufficient to take only a subfamily of F as the family of fundamental 
operations in Ar. For instance, in the case of submodules we usually disregard in 
Ar from multiplications by ring elements and from subtraction. 
The following problem is open: Given an algebra (B ; G, A, V), when is it 
obtained from an algebra (A; F) with GQF as an /--ideal system? Note that B is 
always a complete lattice such that every element of B is the join of compact ele-
ments.5) It is also a hard problem to find conditions under which the isomorphy 
of /--ideal systems implies the isomorphy of the algebras f rom which they were 
constructed. 
4) Note that the commutative or associative identity satisfies condition 2, but distributivity 
does not. 
5) Recall that an element c of a lattice K is said to be compact if c s \J x* for some (infinite) 
a 
set {x«}£K implies that c s i , , V . . . V x a t for a finite number of the x*. 
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2. The additive theory 
If we regard the /-ideals of (A; F) as analogues of the ideals in ring theory, 
then we may try to develop an additive ideal theory on the pattern of the Lasker— 
Noether theory of ideals in commutative rings. The fact that we. have a lattice-
ordered algebra (Ar; F, A, V) at our disposal which has been obtained from an 
algebra (A; F) is not relevant in our discussions. Therefore we shall make use of 
the lattice-theoretic point of view developed in different generalizations of commu-
tative ideal theory. 
In what follows let (L; F) be a lattice-ordered algebra [which will play the 
role of (A r ; F,.A, V)] satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) the binary operations A, V are in Fand under them L is a complete lattice; 
(ii) every / £ F is isotone in each of its variables with the whole of L as mono-
tony domain; 
(iii) every f£F is infinitely distributive over V, i .e. 
f ( x I , ..., V xi J • • • ; X " ) = V fix I , • • •, Xi, ..., Xn) 
a a 
for all Xj in L. 
Note that our hypotheses imply that L contains a greatest and a least element, 
and if g is an operation composed of operations / € F, then it is likewise infinitely 
distributive over V. 
In addition to (i)—(iii) we also assume: 
(iv) there is an operator <i> which associates with each element x £ L an element 
4>(x) of L such that 
In most cases it is useful to assume that 4> is a closure operator, i. e. 
x ^ <P(y) implies 4>(x)^ <P(y) for x, y£L, 
or that it is linear in the sense that 
<t>(xt\y) = <P(x)f\$(y) for all x, y£ L. 
With the aid of operator <P one is able to introduce special types of elements 
corresponding to prime elements and generalizations in ring theory.6) 
Let / b e an /7-ary operation on L, We are going to call an element p of 
L an { f , <P)-prime if ' 
(a) for each / = 1, ...,n and for all ..., x , - ! , x i + 1 , ...,xn£L we have 
/ ( x x , ..., Xi_i,p, xi+1, ..., x„)^p, 
(b) if f is an operation built up from the operation / only,7 and if 
/'(Xj, ...,xk)^p, 
then 
Xj^<P(p) for some j=\,...,k. 
6) Examples for <P may be found in [1], Chapter XII, section 6. 
If e. g. / denotes multiplication, then / ' is multiplication with several factors. 
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In particular, if 0 is the identity operator and if / stands for multiplication, 
then we have' the just the notion of prime elements. 
An element q£L is called (/, 0)-primary if it satisfies, in addition to (a) (with 
p replaced by q), also 
(c) if / ' is as in (b) and if 
then for each 
either = or XjS<P(q) for some j ^ i . 
Clearly, this notion corresponds to primary ideals in commutative rings if 
0 (x) is the radical of x. Observe that according to our definition, every ( / , <P)-primary 
.(element is necessarily ( / , 0)-prime. 
We shall consider intersections a = xx A . . . / \ o f elements a£L by means of 
Xj£L possessing certain properties. We call such an intersection irredundant if no 
X; may be omitted so as to obtain the same intersection a. It is called short if it is 
irredundant and no subset of thé x,- has an intersection which has again the same 
property as the x t under consideration. 
The following results generalize those in ring theory and those in lattice-ordered 
.semigroups.8) 
T h e o r e m 3. Let 0 be a closure operator. Then the intersection 
p=plA...Apk 
•of a finite number of ( / , 0)-prime elements p] is (f 0)-prime again if and only if 
0(p) = 0(pj) for some j. 
If p is (/, <£)-prime, then take f built up from the operation / only such that 
in the argument o f / ' each of p{ occurs at least once. Then by (a) and the isotony 
•of / we have 
f'(Pi> • "?Pk) — Pi .for each /. 
Hence f'(pi, ..., pk)=p which implies by a s s u m p t i o n p j ^ 0 ( p ) for some j= 1, ..., k. 
Now 0 being a closure operator, 0 ( p j ) ^ 0 ( p ) . But p = p j implies the converse 
inequality, thus 0(pj) = 0(p), establishing necessity. For the sufficiency, let 0(p) = 
= 0(pj) for some j. Condition (a) is satisfied by p, because 
/(*!, ..., p, ..., x„)gf(xj, ...,plt ..., Xfj) =Pi 
for every /. I f / ' is an operation as stated in (b), and if f'(x,,..., xk)gp, then 
/'(A',, too which implies x , g 0 ( p j ) = 0(p) for some index /. 
T h e o r e m 4. If 0 is a linear closure operator and if 
a = piA...Apk = p[ A...Ap,'„ 
•are two short decompositions of a £ L into intersections of (f 0)-primes, then k=m, 
and the elements 0(pi), ..., 0(pk) are thé same as 0(p[), ..., 0(pin), up to order. 
8) Cf. [1] Chapter-XI [, sections 4 and 5. 
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We begin the proof again with an / ' as described in (b) such that f i p ^ , - - ^ p ^ 
contains each ps at least once. Then 
f'(Pi> •••>Pk) = PI_A...Apk = a ^ p] 
implies piS:'P(p'j) for some / = i(j). Therefore (P(p,) = <P(p'j). The same inference; 
with p'j replaced by pt yields for some / = /(/). Now <P(p'jApi) = 
= <P(pj)A<P(;pi) = <P(pi) implies in view of the preceding theorem that p'jApl is. 
again ( f <Z>)-prime, consequently, j = l and we have <P(Pi) = <P(p'j)- The proof is-
completed. 
Turning to ( / , 4>)-primary elements, we have: 
T h e o r e m 5. Let <P be a closure operator. An irredundant intersection 
q = q1A...Aqk 
of a finite number of ( f <P)-primary elements qi is likewise ( f 0)-primary if and' 
only if 
&(q) = $ (qj) for each j. 
Let q be (/ , i>)-primary. Then we have by (a). 
f(qlA...AqJ-lAqJ+1A...Aqk, qj, ..., q}) == q 
for each j where the first argument o f / i s certainly not S q because of irredundancy.. 
Thus qj^<P(q) and hence (p (q j )^0 (q ) . The converse inclusion also holds, hence 
<P(qj)= <P(q) for an arbitrary /'. Conversely, let q satisfy <Z>(q) = <!>(qj) for every j. 
Since (a) is obvious for q, a s s u m e / ' ( x , , ..., i j s ? for some f as in (b). If x^q,. 
t hen x ^ q j f o r some j. The re fo re f ' ( x t , . . . , xm)^qj implies x, — <1>(qj) — <P(q) f o r 
some /?£/. Consequently, q is ( / , <P)-primary. 
We shall need the following generalization of-residuals. This is not the most, 
general one which can be introduced here in the natural way, but this will suffice: 
in our present case. 
Given a,b^L and an /j-ary' operation / with n S 2, let us consider the set of all 
x£L such that 
f{x,b,...,b)^a. 
If this set is not void, then by completeness and infinite distributivity it contains-
a maximum element which we shall denote by cr.fb. That is to say, a\ ¡b 
satisfies: 
x^a:fb if and only if f(x, b, ..., b)S.a. 
It is readily seen that exists if and only if each of ax:fb exists and then: 
\\a,y-fb = A (««:/*)• 
T h e o r e m 6. Let 0 be a linear closure operator and 
a. = ( h A - . - A ^ = r/i A...A<7„', 
short decompositions of a£L into ( f <P)-primary elements. Then k=m and the ele-
ments <P(qi), ..., 0(qk) are, up to order", equal to the elements (t>((][), •••, 0(qm)-
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To begin with, observe that the elements 0(qi), ...,\0(qk) are difTerent, and so-
are the elements 0(q{), ..., 0(q'm) by virtue"of the assumption on 0, Theorem 5-
and shortness of decompositions. Pick out some maximal one amongst all 0(qi),-
0(q'j), say 0(q,), and form the residual 
a : / ? i . ' = ^ r / g i A . / . A ^ : ^ ! . 
This exists on account of (a). Since q 1 ^ 0 ( q i ) for / > 1 [otherwise 0 ( q 1 ) ^ 0(?,-)],. 
from . ' 
f(<Ji-f<li,<li, -,9i)=1i 
and from the (/ , $)-primary character of qt we infer q{. fq] = q\. On the other hand,... 
by (a), i ; = <7i whence q i ' - f q 1 =q i for / > 1 . Therefore9) 
a : / 0 i = 0 2 A . . . A ^ 
which is >« ' by irredundancy. Hence 
• a\fqi = qi :fqi A ... Aq,'n: rqi 
implies q' '• ¡q^^q'j for some j. From 
'•A<l'j-f<l'i> < 7 I . " > qi) = l ' j , ' -
we get qt ^ 0(q'j), and so 0(q1)^ 0(q'j). This proves that the maximal ones among: 
0(qd and those among 0(q'j) coincide. 
Next let 0(q1) = 0(q[) be maximal. Since by Theorem 5 qtAqi is again 
(/, </>)-primary with 0(qi/\qi) = 0(q1), we can replace qy and q[ by their inter-
section in the representations of a; or, otherwise expressed, qi =q[ may be assumed. 
Then 
«:,(/, = i/2 ' ....' qk - q'2! .../</,'„, 
and an obvious induction completes the proof. 
It is to be emphasized that the existence of decompositions of the elements 
of L into the intersection of (/, $)-prime or -primary elements is not true in gene-
ral. For the case in which f is multiplication we refer to [1] Chapter XII where-
several examples for tf>.are exhibited. 
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9) From (a) it follows that q i:¡q i is equal to the maximum element of L. 
